Heavy Duty Recycling Operation Grows Over 16 Years Using Mainsaver
San Diego, CA – August 31, 2017 -- For over 100 years Padnos, a recycler of metal, plastic, paper and
more, has helped reduce the amount of refuse going into landfills by facilitating the reuse of these
materials. With multiple locations in Michigan and Indiana, Padnos operates a huge vehicle fleet and a
metal processing operation at its headquarters in Holland, MI.
All Padnos assets including trucks, trailers, scrap collection containers; metal processing equipment and
facilities have been maintained using Mainsaver Software since 2001. Over 800 assets are spread over
25 sites. Mainsaver is also used to manage over 10,000 stock numbers, 11 parts warehouses and all
MRO purchasing activity.
In 2017, Padnos upgraded Mainsaver to the latest platform offering which includes Mainsaver Core 12.8
and Mainsaver Connect, a browser based mobile platform for work and material management.
Mainsaver Connect will be implemented in tablets with barcode scanner ‘sleds’ enabling barcode
transaction to issue parts, lookup machine history or create work orders with a scan. For many years,
Padnos had been using portable barcode scanners to do remote material issues at the warehouses. Not
Mainsaver Connect allows this to be done in real time.
Mainsaver was first implemented in 2001. As the business and asset base of Padnos has grown over the
years, the enterprise database of Mainsaver was able to scale with the requirements of the
Maintenance Organization. Mainsaver continues to work closely with Padnos to optimize Mainsaver for
continued growth.
About Padnos
Founded in 1905, PADNOS is a family-owned and operated business, creating innovative recycling
solutions and managing scrap products for industrial and commercial accounts with accuracy and
efficiency. The company recycles paper, plastics, ferrous, and non-ferrous metals, as well as e-scrap at
its 20 locations in Michigan and throughout the United States.

About Mainsaver
Mainsaver offers a complete Enterprise Asset Management Solution with a robust Computerized
Maintenance Management System (CMMS) at its core. As one of the industry's foremost established
CMMS suppliers, Mainsaver provides solid software applications, trusted consulting services, and
comprehensive customer support to its clients. Our solutions are designed to provide a maximum
return on investment, whether installed as a standalone application, or as an “end to end” solution
interfaced to any of today’s popular ERP, MRP or financial packages.

